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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company. It specialises 
in the construction of 5-star hotels on 
the coasts of Turkey and the Middle 
East. Each hotel has a gym, swimming 
pool, mini-golf course, off-road 4X4 
track and helicopter pad. Most of the 
hotels are set amidst unspoilt coast-
line in areas of great natural beauty 
and biodiversity, often in or near 
coastal National Parks. 

Hotowers 
ConstRuCtion

Tour 1round 1 
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Risque : moyen (2) 

Pays : Turkey

aCtivité : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools et golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1 
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Risk : high (3) 

CountRy : Morocco

business : Fairhemp produces cloth-
ing made from organic hemp. Cotton 
and synthetic fibres have replaced 
hemp and other traditional fibres over 
the last 50 years. But it is now coming 
back into fashion. It is a very strong 
natural fibre. It also doesn’t need as 
much artificial fertiliser, pesticides or 
herbicides as cotton. So there is less 
pollution, it is safer for the workers 
and less petroleum oil is needed to 
manufacture the fertilisers and agro-
chemicals. 

Fairhemptech 
teXtiles

round 2 



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2 
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Risk : low (1) 

CountRy : Malaysia

business : Grapzippa has developed 
its market share thanks to its very 
fashionable clothing for young people. 
Clothes are sold at unbeatable 
prices as well as with leading fashion 
designer labels. Production costs have 
been cut to a minimum. Hard-working 
staff are willing to work long hours. 
Many of the young female staff have 
ambitions to visit Europe wearing 
some of this branded clothing. 

GrapZippa 
teXtiles

round 3



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3
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Risk : high (3) 

CountRy : Taiwan

business : Synantech annually 
manufactures 375 million CDs 
and 225 million DVDs. It has four 
production sites worldwide and 
a unique industrial network. The 
group’s factories have the latest 
production processes and are 
able to manufacture a wide range 
of recording and pre-recorded 
media. The group invests heavily in 
research and development, to offer 
its customers the most modern 
technology.

Synantech 
inDustRy

round 1



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1
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Risk : low (1) 

CountRy : United States

business : Easyflighting is an 
American low-cost airline. It sells 
interstate flight tickets at $9.99. It 
has recently bought a number of 
other low-cost airlines in Europe. It’s 
vision is to be the largest and most 
popular low-cost airline in Europe. Its 
marketing to young people will include 
cheap hostel offers, free mobile phone 
upgrades and air miles.

Easyflighting 
tRansPoRt

How will the use of the Fair  
Trade label affect Fairhemp  

products sales? 

round 2



How will the use of the Fair  
Trade label affect Fairhemp  

products sales? 

Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Denmark

business : Windhor is aiming to 
make wind energy a flagship industry 
in Denmark. It encourages local 
groups, farmers and householders to 
buy shares in their local wind farms. 
This gains local support, decentralises 
the generation of energy and enables 
community ownership. 

Windhor 
eneRGy

How will the use of the Fair  
Trade label affect Fairhemp  

products sales? 

round 3



How will the use of the Fair  
Trade label affect Fairhemp  

products sales? 

Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3
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Risk : low (1) 

CountRy : South Africa

business : Medoklav is a 
pharmaceutical company specialising 
in the manufacture of treatments for 
AIDS sufferers. It also has a charitable 
foundation for schools education in 
Africa. It has worked in partnership 
with the national government and 
large fund donors to promote a 
national safe sex programme. It has 
just stopped testing its new products 
on animals and now uses computer 
modelling. 

Medoklab 
PhaRmaCeutiCals

round 1



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Switzerland

business : Opresto is a multinational 
food and drinks business. It has 
grown internationally by acquiring 
several rival companies in other 
countries. Its original business was 
in manufacturing chocolate and 
milk powder. However it has now 
diversified into other food and drink 
markets such as snack foods, fizzy 
drinks and bottled water. Its products 
have been successfully marketed in 
over 100 countries. 

Opresto 
FooD 

round 2



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2
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Risk : high (3) 

CountRy : Cayman Islands

business : Assuras is a multinational 
insurance company operating in about 
20 countries. It is active in a number 
of sectors – personal and property 
insurance, asset management, 
banking and services in financial 
risk management. It has recently 
diversified into other financial 
services including underwriting and 
banking. 

Assuras 
insuRanCe

How will the use of the Fair  
Trade label affect Fairhemp  

products sales? 

round 3



How will the use of the Fair  
Trade label affect Fairhemp  

products sales? 

Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3
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CountRy : Germany

business : Moviling uses energy-
efficient vehicles to provide transport 
and car-sharing services. It focuses 
on making links with public transport 
services. The car-sharing service 
offers a low-cost and low-carbon 
alternative to individual ownership.  

Moviling 
tRansPoRt 

round 1



Syn 
Real estate

round 1
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CountRy : India

business : Gekko is a newly 
established Indian and UK cooperative 
which manufactures low cost electric 
cars targeted at young European 
professionals. Manufacturing plants 
are based in India with low labour and 
material costs.  

Gekko 
tRansPoRt 

round 2



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2
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CountRy : France

business : Biogreenbasket promotes 
locally distinct and healthy food in 
India and the wider world. Over 2,000 
farm families, many living in poverty, 
are members of the cooperative. Over 
100,000 urban families, some living 
in slums, have a weekly delivery of 
organic fruit, veg and rice. It publishes 
a quarterly newsletter with advice 
on cooking and eating healthily. New 
projects are now being developed with 
partners in Latin America. 

Biogreenbasket 
FooD 

round 3



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3
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CountRy : Peru

business : Fad is a high quality 
boutique cooperative selling fair trade 
fashion items, jewellery, furniture and 
interior design. Fad works in close 
cooperation with all its suppliers who 
also own a share in the company. It 
ensures all products are certified by 
the International Fair Trade Label 
Agency.  

Fad 
teXtiles 

round 1



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1
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CountRy : Italy

business : Ethifarms is a cooperative 
of cattle and poultry farmers, based 
in the Italian Alps on rich summer 
pastures. Its meat, milk and eggs 
have had organic certification for 
20 years. The younger members of 
the cooperative want to expand its 
marketing on an international level 
and open a new line in delicatessen 
farm products, employing a marketing 
company to promote its own alpine 
eco-label.   

Ethifarms 
FooD 

round 2



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2
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CountRy : New-Zealand

business : Ekogadget is a successful 
online business cooperative selling a 
wide range of eco-design products, 
energy-efficient appliances and 
other green gadgets. Members of the 
cooperative work from their homes in 
most of the Latin American countries. 
They have regular online meetings to 
discuss prices, marketing, the latest 
market research and other issues.  

Ekogadget 
inDustRy

round 3



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3
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CountRy : Brasil

business : Gromodio is a cooperative 
of large cattle breeding and rearing 
businesses in Brasil, USA and Europe. 
It is a major supplier of beef to the 
fast food sector. Most recently it 
has researched and developed new 
varieties of genetically modified 
soya beans as a major ingredient of 
its cattle food. It is also researching 
faster growing, genetically modified, 
cattle.   

Gromodio 
FooD 

round 1



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1
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CountRy : New Zealand

business : Solartyss is a fast 
growing international energy 
consultancy cooperative with over 
1,000 members. It specialises in large-
scale solar infrastructure projects. 
The company has recently moved into 
the domestic market for installing 
photovoltaic (PV) solar panels. It 
plans to expand its market to South-
East Asia.  

Solartyss 
eneRGy 

round 2



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2
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CountRy : Argentina

business : Casocial is a large 
social enterprise that aims to 
provide affordable housing for slum 
dwellers in urban shanty towns. The 
cooperative negotiates and acquires 
land to build low-cost homes. It also 
offers loans and lets to householders 
at fair rates, as many members 
of the large cooperative are also 
homeowners. It is now establishing 
training and workspace for the 
incubation of new enterprises.  

Casocial 
ConstRuCtion

round 3



Syn 
Real estate

round 3
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Turkey : environmental groups 
oppose the construction of the 
hotels causing the destruction of 
ecosystems and high consumption 
of water. Local trade unions, with 
support from local communities, 
back the development of new 
hotels to protect 800 local jobs.

Hotowers
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1

How can social and environmental 
nGos help solve this conflict?

E19



Morocco : Fairhemptech now 
has the funds to employ an 
independent firm of social auditors. 
This is due to the support of ethical 
investors. They monitors all the 
suppliers and certify Fairhemptech 
to use a fair trade label. This 
guarantees decent working and 
environmental conditions at 
different stages of production, 
transportation, production and 
packaging.

Fairhemptech
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2

How will the use of the Fair  
Trade label affect the sale of 

Fairhemptech products ? 

E20



MaLaysIa : a number of 
newspaper articles reveal that 
GrapZippa doesn’t carry out 
any checks to ensure that its 
suppliers provide decent working 
conditions. It uses firms in India 
and Bangladesh, which in turn 
sub-contract the manufacture of 
their clothing to small sweat-shops 
run by subcontractors. These sub-
contractors employ child labour to 
work long hours in dark, cramped 
conditions. 

GrapZippa
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3

Is child labour bad  
for everyone?

E21



TaIwan : social audits carried out 
in synantech’s DVD manufacturing 
plants has shown very poor working 
conditions. workers are frequently 
required to work up to 70 hours 
a week when there are major 
orders with very short production 
deadlines. Major brands such as 
Tishiba, sini and Panasinc are the 
buyers of the entire production 
of synantech DVDs. Tishiba stops 
buying from synantech.

synantech
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1

Is it possible to develop fair  
trade and green electronics?

E22



unITeD sTaTes : easyflighting 
merges with a chinese engineering 
company. They announce they will 
launch solar commercial planes by 
2015. Boreing chief engineer: «This 
is fake. It´s just a marketing ploy.» 
easyflighting’s shares also drop 
after publication of a report which 
shows how much low cost airlines 
contribute to global warming. 
kerosene, as an aircraft fuel, as 
well as aircraft water vapour trails, 
are significant contributors to 
greenhouse gas emissions.

easyflighting
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2

Should there be a carbon  
emissions tax for planes?  

Who should pay?

E23



DenMark : as fossil fuels become 
more expensive and scarce, wind 
energy becomes more profitable. 
windhor is creating a number of 
new jobs in a fast-growing sector. 
eP offers to buy the company. 
Directors agree, but founding 
partners oppose the acquisition.

windhor
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3

Will the cooperative be able  
to maintain its values after  

the eP acquisition?

E24



souTH aFrIca : Gsk sues Medoklab 
in a huge trial for violating 
international biodiversity rights 
agreements. They have patented 
their aIDs medicine which tribal 
groups say is based on medicinal 
plant uses that they discovered 
many generations ago. However 
several african governments 
announce they will continue with 
Medoklab operations in their 
own countries. Gsk sues african 
Governments.

Medoklab
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1

Who has rights to gain financially from 
wild plants and animals? If medicine is 
free, who should pay for the research 
and development of the new drugs?
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swITZerLanD : opresto has built 
its reputation using aggressive 
advertising campaigns for powdered 
milk. This discouraged mothers in 
poor countries from breastfeeding. 
opresto’s management board has 
recently stated that water is a com-
modity like any other. If people who 
live in poor countries do not have the 
means to buy it, they must be helped 
by public charities. some reports 
have jokingly suggested that soon 
opresto may be researching the sale 
of air as a commercial product.

opresto
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2

How far should businesses be 
regulated? Should there be voluntary 

(by business choice) or statutory  
(by law) controls?
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cayMan IsLanDs : assuras is 
revealed as one of the least publicly 
accountable financial institutions. 
recent investigations have been 
published stating that this company 
is involved in money laundering 
from colombian drug cartels and 
the financing of nuclear weapons 
manufacture. one of the journalists 
involved was mysteriously 
assassinated. 

assuras
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3

can these kind of companies  
be saved?

E27



Germany : a new european Cities 
Directive forces all european cities 
to make a congestion charge within 
3 years. It confirms that all electric 
vehicles are exempt from paying the 
charge. moviling’s customer base 
grows by 50%.

moviling
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1

What are the barriers  
to car-sharing? How can they  

be overcome?
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InDIa : recent news of a new 
european carbon Directive pushes 
up import tax in western europe. 
This has driven up the price of 
Gekko cars, as this is 80% of Gekko’s 
market. as a result sales have 
fallen sharply.

Gekko
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2

Who should pay for the carbon cost 
of a product - consumers, producers, 

shareholders or others?
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France : Drought and then 
floods have seriously affected 
Biogreenbasket producers. The 
cooperative decided, at its recent 
General assembly, to reduce 
its sales by half over the next 
six months. Members of the 
cooperative have a 20% annual fall 
in sales. 

Biogreenbasket
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3

How can producers meet  
the increasing demand for  

organic and local products? 
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Peru : In the last year several major 
retail brands have developed their 
own lines in fair trade products. 
These have ranged from home care 
to clothing, jewellery and interior 
design. Due to the economies of scale 
their production is more efficient. 
so they are able to undercut the 
price of products from smaller craft 
enterprises like Fad.

Fad
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1

How do consumers know whether  
a company´s sustainability strategy  

is genuine or “greenwash”?
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ITaLy : sales of ethifarms products 
in china over the last year have 
increased by 20 times. However 
import buyers have noted that the 
consistent high quality has fallen 
as demand, and hence production, 
has increased. some of the products 
have had to be externally sourced.

ethifarms
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2

Is small beautiful or is small  
just small?

E32



new-ZeaLanD: ekogadget has just 
announced the development of a 
new app for the social network 
Basebook. sales have increased 
by 400% in less than 6 months. 
Later in the same year Basebook is 
involved in a high profile scandal 
for misuse of personal information 
and the viability of ekogadget’s 
social network is put at risk.

ekogadget
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3

What is the role of social networks  
in sustainability?

E33



BraZIL : Boycotts of genetically 
modified crops in some european 
countries have badly affected the 
marketing plans of Gromodio. recent 
reports by a group of environmental 
campaigning organisations have also 
criticised the rearing of cattle in 
intensively housed conditions. 

Gromodio
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1

What are the pros and cons  
of genetic modification?

E34



eGyPT : solartyss signs a contract 
with the chinese government to 
install 500 solar farms in africa over 
the next 5 years. The share value 
increases by 50%. However there is 
criticism from nGos about the poor 
quality of installation of some of the 
domestic PV panels. some investors 
think they may be growing too fast – 
while others think not fast enough.

solartyss
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2

How can Solartyss’ stakeholders and 
cooperative partners force it to be 

socially accountable?

E35



ARGENTINA : A community of illegal 
immigrants who occupied land 
where the cooperative are building 
houses have recently been the focus 
of a TV documentary. An attempt of 
forced eviction by local police created 
political tension. The cooperative 
has had to face the conflict between 
its core values and the claims of the 
immigrants. 

Casocial

5 0

Sector : Construction

Investment
News

round 3

G



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3

Should local communities help solve 
immigrants’ problems? What are  
the options for the cooperative  

to solve the issue?
E36



canaDa : The company has just 
announced that it will now use 
even less fuel for its transport. It 
will now only purchase from local 
farmers and growers. canada has 
introduced Vegetarian Thursday 
where all restaurants have to offer 
a vegetarian menu. as a result 
Biolunch sales have increased by 
80% in the last year. It was voted top 
green restaurant chain in this year’s 
global awards.

Biolunch

5 5

G

SecTor : Food

Investment
News

round 1



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1

What are the pros and cons  
of being a vegetarian?

E37



ZIMBaBwe : a leaked report recently 
showed that the company creates 
a competitive situation between 
developing countries to achieve 
the most favourable operating 
conditions. The company is tax-
exempt so these countries receive 
less revenue. The report shows 
that it pays its workers a pittance 
and does not protect them from 
environmental pollution. Local soil 
and water sources are contaminated 
by toxic cyanide, mercury, arsenic 
compounds used to extract minerals. 

newgoldcorp

-6 -5

G

SecTor : Industry

Investment
News

round 2



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2

What’s more important to shareholders 
– health of the company or health of 
the workers? What should be more 

important?
E38



BurMa : Gazpetro operates an 
offshore gas field, off the coast 
of Burma. The gas is piped across 
Burma to Thailand. There is 
mounting evidence that the ruling 
junta have destroyed villages and 
forced out the inhabitants without 
compensation. Human rights 
organisations claim that Gazpetro 
have profited from this without 
raising any objections and continues 
to collaborate with this military 
regime.

Gazpetro

-6 0

G

SecTor : Energy

Investment
News

round 3



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3

Should companies like Gazpetro be 
penalised? Is so, why and how?

E39



MexIco : It is revealed by an ex-
employee that clubmad does not 
provide decent working conditions 
for staff in cuba. They claim that 
employment contracts are not 
secure, especially for temporary 
workers. also employees are often 
required to work unpaid overtime. 
an independent energy audit has 
also shown that their buildings 
have the lowest rating for energy 
efficiency, despite the eco-friendly 
adverts.

clubmad

-6 -2

G

SecTor : Construction

Investment
News

round 1



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1

How far should workers be protected 
by international laws? What universal 

rights should workers have, if any?

E40



cHIna : The chinese government 
has just supported an international 
scheme to help fund the de-
commissioning of old nuclear power 
stations and build new ones. The 
announcement was made during 
the annual un conference on 
climate change at a time when 
many countries are having difficulty 
persuading people of the benefits 
and minimal risks of nuclear power.

nucleas

-2 -4

SecTor : Energy

Investment
News

round 2



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2

Is nuclear power one of the  
solutions for reducing the emission  

of greenhouse gases?

E41



neTHerLanDs : The company 
has recently confirmed that over 
80% of its 100,000 employees 
around the world now work from 
home. They are provided with a 
range of IT equipment including 
videoconferencing. staff surveys 
show how popular this is. staff do 
not have to commute so much to 
work, and can adjust their working 
times to suit their family life.

novilys

4 2

SecTor : Industry
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round 3



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3

Is working from home good  
for the planet? Is it always good  

for the employees?

E42



JaPan : new research has revealed 
some potential health, safety 
and environmental risks of 
nanotechnology. There are new 
concerns as the technology is 
unregulated and so the negative 
effects of nano-particles could be 
overlooked before they are released. 
The effects include the displacement 
of traditional industries and some  
potential military applications.

nanolast

2 -2

SecTor : Pharmaceuticals

Investment
News

round 1



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1

What are the pros and cons of 
nanotechnology as it engineers 

molecules to produce new biological 
and physical structures?

E43



InDonesIa : carbon emitting 
companies around the world that 
emit large volumes of greenhouse 
gases now have an opportunity to 
offset their carbon emissions. These 
offsets can now pay money to Primaz 
for projects that reduce the emission 
of greenhouse gases in the short- or 
long-term. Primaz has just launched 
its huge tropical forest afforestation 
programme. This is so that it can 
corner the market in future tropical 
timber that is accredited by the 
Forest stewardship scheme. 

Primaz

0 6

G

SecTor : Forestry
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round 2



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 2

Is carbon offsetting the best  
way to regulate and control  
carbon-emitting companies? 

E44



norTH korea : It has just become 
illegal in europe to finance the 
manufacture of anti-personnel 
mines. They cause innocent deaths 
and maiming. However a report 
shows that they are still being 
manufactured by Groundsav. It 
claims that in 20 years, anti-
personnel mines have injured or 
killed 21 million civilians. The un 
says mine clearing is a very difficult 
and dangerous operation. 

Groundsav

-8 0
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Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 3

Should all or some military equipment 
be banned from international sale? 
Is this ever possible? What sort of 

military equipment is most harmful to 
the planet and to people?

E45



basiC savinGs aCCount  

inteRest : 3%

DesCRiPtion  : The Basic Savings 
account is used to finance large 
companies worldwide. A saver who 
opens this type of account with 
your bank will be contributing to a 
dynamic economy.

Savings account 
bank



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1 : red Bank 
round 2 : orange Bank
round 3 : pink Bank

E46



ethiCal savinGs aCCount 

inteRest : 2%

DesCRiPtion  : The Ethical 
Savings account is used to finance 
sustainable activities.When a saver 
opens this type of account with 
your bank, they accept a lower 
interest to finance companies 
or projects that have a positive 
impact on the planet and other 
people. The saver will, therefore, 
only receive 2% interest.

Savings account 
bank



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1 : orange Bank 
round 2 : pink Bank
round 3 : red Bank

E47



lonG-teRm savinGs aCCount

inteRest : 4%

DesCRiPtion  : The Long-term 
Savings account is for families 
who wish to invest in saving for 
the future. This type of account 
gives a better interest, but the 
money is blocked for two years. 
The money is invested by the bank 
in companies with a good potential 
financial return. The duration of 
2 years with the money blocked 
allows the bank to invest it safely 
and so to give a better interest to 
the saver. 

Savings account 
bank



Risk : medium (2) 

CountRy : Turkey

business : Hotowers is a property 
development company, which 
specialises in the construction of 
5-star hotel chains, with swimming 
pools and golf courses on the coast of 
Turkey, set amid outstanding coastal 
National Parks.

Syn 
Real estate

round 1 : pink Bank 
round 2 : red Bank
round 3 : orange Bank

E48



a support programme for organic 
farming has just been adopted 
by the european commission. 
Businesses and cooperatives in 
the agricultural and food sectors 
involved in the production and 
distribution of organic products 
benefit from subsidized loans. 
This allows them to develop their 
business in good conditions and 
members receive a special  
dividend of 5%. 

seCtoR ConCeRneD :  
Food

imPaCt on PRoFit :  
Producers of organic foods 
+5 ethicas

GlobalNews
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a Directive on environmental  
standards of Buildings has just 
been adopted by the european com-
mission. It demands higher stan-
dards for green building design and 
encourages renewable technologies. 
The whole construction sector of 
hotels and housing, except housing 
cooperatives, are now expected to 
have to meet higher building costs. 
However cooperative social housing 
can distribute a dividend of 4% to 
its members as they anticipated 
this legislation. 

seCtoR ConCeRneD : 
Construction

imPaCt on PRoFit :  
 Construction -4 ethicas 
       Casocial +4 ethicas

GlobalNews
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Tight fiscal (tax) policies fail to 
reduce the deficits of the most 
vulnerable countries. The public 
debt crisis affects the world. 
Banks are affected and make it 
harder for the cooperative sector 
to get bank loans and credit. 
Members of cooperatives are 
forced to agree to a loss of 4% 
across the sector. 

seCtoR ConCeRneD :  
All Cooperatives

imPaCt on PRoFit : -4 ethicas

GlobalNews
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a new accident on an oil rig 
leads to a major environmental 
disaster. Governments of the 
affected countries have imposed 
a moratorium on offshore oil 
production until new protective 
measures are introduced. This 
immediately increases the price of 
oil by 30%. Indirectly it encourages 
the financing of renewable 
energies worldwide. The transport 
and non-renewable sector  is 
affected negatively. 

seCtoR ConCeRneD :  
Transport, energy

imPaCt on PRoFit :  
Transport, energy -3 ethicas 
  Renewable energy +3 ethicas

GlobalNews
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an international campaign led 
by consumer groups is gaining 
popularity worldwide. It is 
campaigning for fairer and safer 
conditions for workers in poorer 
developing countries. cooperatives 
and businesses that support fair 
trade are in a strong position and 
win market share. They distribute 
special dividends of 6% to their 
members and investors. 

seCtoR ConCeRneD :  
Fairtrade

imPaCt on PRoFit : +6 ethicas

GlobalNews
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a new Bio standard is  
compulsorily introduced 
worldwide. cooperatives and 
businesses that have already 
got some sort of sustainable 
food labeling are at a significant 
advantage. other food processing 
businesses have to invest money  
to adapt to these new standards. 

seCtoR ConCeRneD :  
Food

imPaCt on PRoFit :  
Producers of organic foods 
+5 ethicas 
Food processing -5 ethicas

GlobalNews
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around the world there is  
growing public awareness of 
and concern for environmental 
problems. all cooperatives and 
businesses that have developed 
environmentally-friendly, green 
products or services win market 
share. This translates into 
exceptional dividends of 5%.

seCtoR ConCeRneD :  
All supporters of planet-friendly 
services and products

imPaCt on PRoFit : +5 ethicas

GlobalNews
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new rules agreed by the Global 
Trade organization (GTo) set a 
new balance in global markets. 
These rules make each country 
agree to confirm a national 
minimum wage. This is to stop 
wage dumping with cheap foreign 
labour. all countries in europe 
and north america lose 3% of their 
investment value. But all other 
countries gain market share. 

seCtoR ConCeRneD :  
All

imPaCt on PRoFit :  
Europe and US -3 ethicas 
Other countries +5 ethicas 

GlobalNews
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at the un climate change 
conference all countries have 
agreed to introduce a carbon 
tax. This will be levied on all 
businesses and cooperatives to 
reduce their impact on global 
warming. Businesses in the 
energy, transport, food and 
construction sectors are especially 
concerned as they will be levied 
for a carbon tax at 5%. 

seCtoR ConCeRneD :  
Transport, energy, food, Industry

imPaCt on PRoFit : -5 ethicas 

GlobalNews
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Following a vote in the un, the 
Global Health organization (GHo) 
decided to promote research on 
nanotechnology. This benefits 
companies that develop new drugs 
and other products based on this 
technology. However it concerns 
some investors and banks who 
believe nanotechnology can be 
harmful. 

seCtoR ConCeRneD :  
Pharmaceuticals

imPaCt on PRoFit : -2 ethicas 

GlobalNews
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companies in the food processing 
sector are heavily fined for non-
compliance with the Directive 
on working hours and overtime. 
This follows a complaint by the 
european Federation of workers in 
the food industry. only companies 
that have met the high standards 
of the cooperative sector avoid 
these fines. 

seCtoR ConCeRneD :  
Food processing

imPaCt on PRoFit : -3 ethicas

GlobalNews
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a global citizens movement has 
begun to raise awareness of 
consumer rights. It proposes to 
boycott all products and services 
of the countries that do not 
respect freedom of speech or have 
oppressive dictatorships. 

CountRies ConCeRneD :  
Burma, China, North Korea, 
Zimbabwe

imPaCt on PRoFit : -6 ethicas

GlobalNews
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Your family aim is to make the most  
ethical profit by investing your capital money 
responsibly and being the most ethical 
investor.

Your final score is determined by the  
lowest score you have on one of the  
3 tracks (Profit, People and Planet).

example : your final results are 20 on  
Profit, 25 on People and 15 on Planet.

The final score is 15.

The winner is the family which has  
the highest score of all these final scores.

Play
stages in each year (1, 2, 3) :
1  Visiting the banks
2 Making decisions.
3 Judging the year.
4 Calculating the value of the  

Share investment.
5 Calculating the interest from  

the savings account.
6 Reading the Investment and  

Global news. 
7 Settling the accounts.
8 Reviewing the year. 
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Your family aim is to make the most  
ethical profit by investing your capital money 
responsibly and being the most ethical 
investor.

Your final score is determined by the  
lowest score you have on one of the  
3 tracks (Profit, People and Planet).

example : your final results are 20 on  
Profit, 25 on People and 15 on Planet.

The final score is 15.

The winner is the family which has  
the highest score of all these final scores.

Play
stages in each year (1, 2, 3) :
1  Visiting the banks
2 Making decisions.
3 Judging the year.
4 Calculating the value of the  

Share investment.
5 Calculating the interest from  

the savings account.
6 Reading the Investment and  

Global news. 
7 Settling the accounts.
8 Reviewing the year. 

Family ComPonents 
• 3 Counters of one colour
• Bank notes of 220 Ethica, including  

two 100 Ethica notes
• 3 Coins used to mark the investments  

on the world map and piggy bank

The Investment News cards, Global News 
cards and die are on the board.
Place your 3 coloured counters on the 
starting point of the board, ready to move 
along the Profit, People and Planet tracks in 
a positive or negative direction.

basic savings account 3% :
The basic Savings Account is used to 
finance large companies worldwide. 

long term savings account 4% :
The long term Savings Account is for 
families who wish to invest in saving for 
the future. This type of account gives a 
better interest, but the money is blocked  
for two years. 

ethical savings account 2% :
The ethical Savings Account is used to 
finance sustainable economic activities.  
The saver will, therefore, only receive  
2% interest.
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Profit, 25 on People and 15 on Planet.

The final score is 15.

The winner is the family which has  
the highest score of all these final scores.

Play
stages in each year (1, 2, 3) :
1  Visiting the banks
2 Making decisions.
3 Judging the year.
4 Calculating the value of the  

Share investment.
5 Calculating the interest from  

the savings account.
6 Reading the Investment and  

Global news. 
7 Settling the accounts.
8 Reviewing the year. 

Family ComPonents 
• 3 Counters of one colour
• Bank notes of 220 Ethica, including  

two 100 Ethica notes
• 3 Coins used to mark the investments  

on the world map and piggy bank

The Investment News cards, Global News 
cards and die are on the board.
Place your 3 coloured counters on the 
starting point of the board, ready to move 
along the Profit, People and Planet tracks in 
a positive or negative direction.

basic savings account 3% :
The basic Savings Account is used to 
finance large companies worldwide. 

long term savings account 4% :
The long term Savings Account is for 
families who wish to invest in saving for 
the future. This type of account gives a 
better interest, but the money is blocked  
for two years. 

ethical savings account 2% :
The ethical Savings Account is used to 
finance sustainable economic activities.  
The saver will, therefore, only receive  
2% interest.
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Your family aim is to make the most  
ethical profit by investing your capital money 
responsibly and being the most ethical 
investor.

Your final score is determined by the  
lowest score you have on one of the  
3 tracks (Profit, People and Planet).

example : your final results are 20 on  
Profit, 25 on People and 15 on Planet.

The final score is 15.

The winner is the family which has  
the highest score of all these final scores.

Play
stages in each year (1, 2, 3) :
1  Visiting the banks
2 Making decisions.
3 Judging the year.
4 Calculating the value of the  

Share investment.
5 Calculating the interest from  

the savings account.
6 Reading the Investment and  

Global news. 
7 Settling the accounts.
8 Reviewing the year. 
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Your family aim is to make the most  
ethical profit by investing your capital money 
responsibly and being the most ethical 
investor.

Your final score is determined by the  
lowest score you have on one of the  
3 tracks (Profit, People and Planet).

example : your final results are 20 on  
Profit, 25 on People and 15 on Planet.

The final score is 15.

The winner is the family which has  
the highest score of all these final scores.

Play
stages in each year (1, 2, 3) :
1  Visiting the banks
2 Making decisions.
3 Judging the year.
4 Calculating the value of the  

Share investment.
5 Calculating the interest from  

the savings account.
6 Reading the Investment and  

Global news. 
7 Settling the accounts.
8 Reviewing the year. 

Family ComPonents 
• 3 Counters of one colour
• Bank notes of 220 Ethica, including  

two 100 Ethica notes
• 3 Coins used to mark the investments  

on the world map and piggy bank

The Investment News cards, Global News 
cards and die are on the board.
Place your 3 coloured counters on the 
starting point of the board, ready to move 
along the Profit, People and Planet tracks in 
a positive or negative direction.

basic savings account 3% :
The basic Savings Account is used to 
finance large companies worldwide. 

long term savings account 4% :
The long term Savings Account is for 
families who wish to invest in saving for 
the future. This type of account gives a 
better interest, but the money is blocked  
for two years. 

ethical savings account 2% :
The ethical Savings Account is used to 
finance sustainable economic activities.  
The saver will, therefore, only receive  
2% interest.
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Your bank aim is to make the most profit 
by investing your capital money and the 
capital from families into investments. 
But the bank must also try to behave 
ethically. Your final score is determined 
by the lowest score you have on one of the 
3 tracks (Profit, People and Planet).

example : your final results are 20 on 
Profit, 25 on People and 15 on Planet.

The final score is 15.

The winner is the bank which has the 
highest score of all these final scores.

Play
stages in each year (1, 2, 3) :
1  Visiting the banks
2 Making decisions.
3 Judging the year.
4 Calculating the value of the  

Share investment.
5 Calculating the interest from  

the savings account.
6 Reading the Investment and  

Global news. 
7 Settling the accounts.
8 Reviewing the year. 
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bank ComPonents 
• 3 Counters of one colour
• Bank notes of 120 Ethica, including two 100 

Ethica notes  
• 3 Coins used to mark the investments  

on the world map and piggy bank  
• 3 Investment cards - a Share investment 

card, Cooperative investment card and 
Savings account card

The Investment News cards, Global News 
cards and die are on the board. Place your 3 
coloured counters on the starting point of the 
board, ready to move along the Profit, People 
and Planet tracks in a positive or negative 
direction.

basic savings account 3% :
The basic Savings Account is used  
to finance large companies worldwide. 

long term savings account 4% :
The long term Savings Account is for families 
who wish to invest in saving for the future. 
This type of account gives a better interest, 
but the money is blocked for two years. 

ethical savings account  2% :
The ethical Savings Account is used to finance 
sustainable economic activities. The saver will, 
therefore, only receive 2% interest.
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Your bank aim is to make the most profit 
by investing your capital money and the 
capital from families into investments. 
But the bank must also try to behave 
ethically. Your final score is determined 
by the lowest score you have on one of the 
3 tracks (Profit, People and Planet).

example : your final results are 20 on 
Profit, 25 on People and 15 on Planet.

The final score is 15.

The winner is the bank which has the 
highest score of all these final scores.

Play
stages in each year (1, 2, 3) :
1  Visiting the banks
2 Making decisions.
3 Judging the year.
4 Calculating the value of the  

Share investment.
5 Calculating the interest from  

the savings account.
6 Reading the Investment and  

Global news. 
7 Settling the accounts.
8 Reviewing the year. 
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bank ComPonents 
• 3 Counters of one colour
• Bank notes of 120 Ethica, including two 100 

Ethica notes  
• 3 Coins used to mark the investments  

on the world map and piggy bank  
• 3 Investment cards - a Share investment 

card, Cooperative investment card and 
Savings account card

The Investment News cards, Global News 
cards and die are on the board. Place your 3 
coloured counters on the starting point of the 
board, ready to move along the Profit, People 
and Planet tracks in a positive or negative 
direction.

basic savings account 3% :
The basic Savings Account is used  
to finance large companies worldwide. 

long term savings account 4% :
The long term Savings Account is for families 
who wish to invest in saving for the future. 
This type of account gives a better interest, 
but the money is blocked for two years. 

ethical savings account  2% :
The ethical Savings Account is used to finance 
sustainable economic activities. The saver will, 
therefore, only receive 2% interest.
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Your bank aim is to make the most profit 
by investing your capital money and the 
capital from families into investments. 
But the bank must also try to behave 
ethically. Your final score is determined 
by the lowest score you have on one of the 
3 tracks (Profit, People and Planet).

example : your final results are 20 on 
Profit, 25 on People and 15 on Planet.

The final score is 15.

The winner is the bank which has the 
highest score of all these final scores.

Play
stages in each year (1, 2, 3) :
1  Visiting the banks
2 Making decisions.
3 Judging the year.
4 Calculating the value of the  

Share investment.
5 Calculating the interest from  

the savings account.
6 Reading the Investment and  

Global news. 
7 Settling the accounts.
8 Reviewing the year. 
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bank ComPonents 
• 3 Counters of one colour
• Bank notes of 120 Ethica, including two 100 

Ethica notes  
• 3 Coins used to mark the investments  

on the world map and piggy bank  
• 3 Investment cards - a Share investment 

card, Cooperative investment card and 
Savings account card

The Investment News cards, Global News 
cards and die are on the board. Place your 3 
coloured counters on the starting point of the 
board, ready to move along the Profit, People 
and Planet tracks in a positive or negative 
direction.

basic savings account 3% :
The basic Savings Account is used  
to finance large companies worldwide. 

long term savings account 4% :
The long term Savings Account is for families 
who wish to invest in saving for the future. 
This type of account gives a better interest, 
but the money is blocked for two years. 

ethical savings account  2% :
The ethical Savings Account is used to finance 
sustainable economic activities. The saver will, 
therefore, only receive 2% interest.
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